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1. What news media has achieved in past 20+ months of pandemic

2. What’s next with digital subscriptions

3. Why product is fastest-growing profession in media

4. Where data fits in growth path and blockers for advancement

5. Structuring the advertising agenda

6. The great race with Big Tech: regulation, legislation, settlements

7. Final thoughts on digital transformation and the growth path

Our agenda today



Subscription models accelerated

Trust in media rose

Community outreach worked

Data and product mindsets advanced

Business models diversified

Greater emphasis on people/talent

Cultures changed (increasingly led by newsrooms)

What changed in pandemic



Are our strategies in line with the new environment ahead?

What does the new growth path look like for media? 

The core questions for 
news media



Digitally transforming operations

Smart data

Advertising

Audience development

Digital subscriptions

Product

A bigger chessboard



News industry through 
the lens of INMA



INMA initiatives Insight layers atop INMA community conversation

Readers First

Lead: Greg Piechota

Created: November 2018
Community: 2,000+

--------------------------------------------------------

Newsletters

Blogs

Video meet-ups

Annual report
Slack channel

Master classes

Subscriptions Summit

Ask Me Anything sessions

Training initiatives with G+F

Subscriptions Study Tour
Webinars + workshops

Global subs benchmark survey

Product

Lead: Jodie Hopperton

Created: December 2020
Community: 1,400+

--------------------------------------------------------

Newsletters

Blogs

Video meet-ups

Annual report
Slack channel

Master classes

Product/Data Summit

Ask Me Anything sessions

Smart Data

Lead: Greg Piechota

Created: February 2021
Community: 1,000+

--------------------------------------------------------

Newsletters

Blogs

Video meet-ups

Annual report
Slack channel

Master classes

Product/Data Summit

Ask Me Anything sessions

Training initiatives with G+F

Digital Platforms

Lead: Robert Whitehead

Created: May 2019
Community: Media CEOs

--------------------------------------------------------

Blogs

Video meet-ups (confidential)

Reports

Ask Me Anything sessions

Advertising

Lead: Mark Challinor

Created: August 2021
Community: Unknown

--------------------------------------------------------

Newsletters

Blogs

Video meet-ups

Annual report

Master classes

Ask Me Anything sessions



Where are we on digital 
subscriptions? 



The vitality of 
habituation

Shift to longer-term trial 
subscriptions and contracts 
(6-12 months)

Habit vs. churn vs. feature 
adoption: why first 100 days 
matters now more than ever

Readers First Initiative 
focus

Shift of focus to light-
reading subscribers

Adjusting products to light 
readers

Waking up “sleepers”

Open new doors for casual 
readers

Registration best practices

Ditching funnels for 
engagement loops

Brace for “hop-on, hop-off” 
riders
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Where are we on “product” 
in news media?



“Product” defined

A cross-organisation function that 
works closely with editorial and 
technology to balance the consumer 
experience with business objectives

Product Initiative focus



What is 
a product?

Consumer
facing/
platform

Enabling
products
(cross-
platform)

Internal
tools

B2B

CAN INCLUDE:
Web, apps, newsletter,
Epaper, podcasts

CAN INCLUDE:
Checkout, paywall experiences, 
personalisation, OVP, 
notifications, advertising

CAN INCLUDE:
CRM, CMS, advertising 
tools

CAN INCLUDE:
WaPo’s ARC or Globe 
and Mail’s Sophi



Notable progress from product as digital packager of journalism 
experiences to organisation-wide product mindset

Product mindset brings ongoing innovation to c-suite

Product thinking breaks down traditional department silos

What makes product unique in media: more flexibility, independence
to harness creativity

Most product work optimising existing product (innovation sits 
alongside)

Product is fastest-growing and youngest department in news media

Product Initiative focus



What is the state of 
“smart” data in media?



First-party data-focused tech 
infrastructure becomes 
backbone for digital publishing

Registering and logging users in to identify users 
across devices and products, and build precise 
profiles and segments (first-party data)

Data enrichment through panels and predictions, 
integration of data from other sources

Robust content classification with standard and 
custom taxonomies 

Tech infrastructure key for subscriptions, e-
commerce, advertising services

Smart Data Initiative 
focus

Tying data to news media 
business objectives

Understanding audiences on segment level 
(demographics, behavioral, customer value)

Tailoring content, features, and ads for target 
segments

Automation, e.g., automated curation of distribution 
(pages, feeds, e-mails), up to personalisation of 
content and advertising (to segments and to 
individuals)

Key for reader engagement, reader revenue, 
advertising revenue

Forming data-positive culture 
through data democratisation

Rethinking metrics and key performance indicators 
(e.g., North Star framework, Objectives and Key 
Results)

Building data products: internal (dashboards, reports, 
bots) and external (e.g., self-service platforms for B2B 
subscribers or for advertisers)

Experiments: introduction of hypothesis-driven 
development process beyond tech departments

Focus on the use of data for decision-making and 
making it central to day-to-day work
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Media companies choking on data 
strategy (Piechota)

The centrality of data to digital 
transformation of operations, but where is 
the playbook?

Karim Lakhani: start with pipes/people 
before thinking of AI/personalisation …it’s 
a journey

Be realistic on data/automation 
expectations: “weak AI” at best

The centrality of data

Source: Karim R. Lakhani, Competing In the Age of AI , slide 26



Torstar: Do one floor at a time, end game of cost-
savings, churn reduction, better-quality 
subscriptions (predictive analysis), efficiencies

Personalisation is possible, even as “weak AI”: 
Aller Media, Globe and Mail, WSJ

Data can transform, yet we need benchmarks 
and transparency

Is what you do with data more important than 
data itself (VG = Gen Z, premium entertainment)

The centrality of data

Source: John Souleles, What Torstar’s Data Strategy 
Points To Next, slide 18



Where does advertising fit 
in new business model?



The rise of ad formats

Selling advertising based on 
first-party data

Contextual advertising

Content studios

Branded content

Self-serve advertising

Programmatic

Advertising Initiative 
focus

The revised sales team

Getting the right talent

Motivating sales teams

Emerging team structures

Franchise selling

Where e-commerce fits

The new role of print

How to leverage print’s advantages 
in digital world

Where print fits in the emerging 
market mix (lead vs. support)
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What is the relationship 
between Big Tech and 

news media?



Digital Platform 
Initiative
Regulator themes: favours own business, app competition, ad tech, forces terms

It’s “negotiated settlement time” from Facebook and Google

Horse race: regulation vs. legislation vs. settlements/deals

Consistent theme: Can publishers stick together for best deal? 

Australia a profound financial game-changer for media companies

Is Australian regulatory and settlement environment a unicorn?

Australian peace: collaboration, digital training academy, transformation funding

Scale of deals: 2x last year’s profitability (Australia), 1/3 of newsroom funding (India)

Separate track: How to demystify shifting ad tech ecosystem, best approaches for 
publishers, regulations coming soon



Conclusions



Digital transformation: 
products and audiences

Data

Advertising

Journalism

Product

Digitise • Personalise • Premiumise • Habituise • Culturise

Subscriptions



Digital transformation: 
operating models

How to digitise the work of companies to scale growth or reduce costs (or both)

Media: move beyond digitisation of products to the digitisation of operating models

Technology investment not enough: innovation process + organisational architecture

AI-first companies: accelerate improvement, experimentation, innovation, personalisation, growth

Media dabbling in aspects of operating model innovation, yet not tying them together in strategy



Settle with Google and Facebook

Digitise operating models, tied to strategy

Invest in AI and automation for scalability

Shift subscription efforts from heavy to light 
readers

Prioritise personalisation

Democratise data access to build customer-centric 
culture

Focus on first-party data strategy to change game

World Congress identified an 
accelerated growth path

Play defense vs. retargeting decline: how to play 
in Privacy Sandbox

Reposition as full-solution marketing services 
provider

Deliver value beyond journalism

Improve customer experience

Market yourself smartly when news cycle no 
longer a big trigger

Perfect the art (science?) of product for better, 
more consistent outcomes
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Our members

19,235 members   901 news media companies   81 countries
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